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Background – D&B’s Aspiration: “To be the 
most trusted source of commercial insight so our 
customers can decide with confidence”

Total Risk: Manage Credit Exposure 

and Cash

Customer needs…Company Overview:

• Founded 1841

• ~5000 associates

Total Opportunity: Find Profitable 

Clients and Grow

Relationships: Manage Suppliers and 

relationships effectively

• Offices in 30+ countries

• WorldWide Network 
covers 230+ countries

• Information on 190M+ 
commercial entities
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D&B’s Global Data Strategy

� Complete coverage of all global commercial entities

� 100% matching to their searches and questions

� Accuracy / quality of D&B’s information 

� Every entity has predictive analytics

Customer Value / Aspiration

Comprehensive Coverage 
of all Global Commercial 

Entities

� All commercial entities globally

� DUNS Number for every entity

Most Complete 
and Proprietary 

Commercial 
Database

Data Strategy Overview

High Accuracy on Critical 
Data Elements

� Most critical data elements

� High levels of accuracy
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Background of the challenge

The global financial crisis happened at a time that was unprecedented in 
the history of information processing.

• Continued geometric growth in the availability of information

• Enormous pressure to make the right decisions quickly

• Destabilizing emerging technologies released at rates never before seen
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• Destabilizing emerging technologies released at rates never before seen
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Our customers had very specific needs to enable 
them to respond in the rapidly changing environment.

�Be even more confident making decisions (better manage risk)

�Manage precious, diminishing resources more carefully (getting cash 
vs. getting credit)

�Target limited growth opportunities with decreasing budgets
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The financial crisis was a crystallizing force in 
articulating customer needs. 

Richer, deeper data
•More commercial entities to support identity decisions
•More content to make credit decisions

Timeliness and access
•More timely data, especially in light of changing world conditions
•Visibility of errors and omissions is intensely felt
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•Visibility of errors and omissions is intensely felt
• Demands to push the envelope on identity and ways of marketing, 
especially to small business

Continue to evolve
• New information paradigms demand greater flexibility
• The changing nature of what is a “business”
• Services that are ubiquitous and discoverable
• Ability to respond to the changing information needs with agility
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Increasing the depth of records:
• Customer contact data is expanding, to yield more contact names, e-mail 

addresses, and additional contact information
• Five-fold increase in US financial statement coverage 
• Increasing coverage and accuracy of predictive scores, e.g. driving 

PAYDEX®//score coverage from 10.5M businesses to 21.5M businesses
Expanding the linkages between businesses from 14M to 17M to show more—

Some highlights of D&B’s response:

Expanding the linkages between businesses from 14M to 17M to show more—
and new types of—relationships, including:
• Government organizations and schools
• Franchises, dealers, and agents

More frequent updates to business records
Adjustments to financial stress scores
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Expanding coverage in emerging and established markets (selected examples) :
• China and India coverage more than doubled (7.5 to 15.8M)
• Japan coverage increased by 400K businesses, linkages increased by 90K
• Increasing coverage in Italy (3M to 6M)
• Increasing coverage by 50% in Turkey
• Growing the Canadian file to 1.4M businesses
• Adding 120K new records across Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Jordan, Qatar, 

Some specifics of the increase in coverage to date:

• Adding 120K new records across Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Jordan, Qatar, 
and Kuwait

• Added over 10M to US Small Business coverage, area of greatest demand 
as we emerge from the crisis

Language-specific capabilities in Asian markets increases identity resolution 
dramatically

Increases in trade experience coverage globally
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• Increasing the number of businesses represented globally growing 
from 168M to 250M

• Improving payment data and score coverage globally
– enabling increased coverage and the creation of predictive scores in new markets

– allowing customers to evaluate their customers, suppliers, prospects, and business 
counterparties. 

• Employing new technologies and processes to deliver crowd-sourced 

Looking ahead to 2012:

• Employing new technologies and processes to deliver crowd-sourced 
and user-generated content
– providing  information that may not be available from traditional sources 

• Continuing to evolve language-specific capabilities
– especially in Asia
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Making it easier to access data and insight—whether it comes from D&B or the 
rest of the world:
• Enabling our information solutions, such as DNBi®, to include information 

from non-D&B sources (e.g., EDGAR)
• Developing technology platforms that embed D&B insight and rest-of-world 

content in business applications (DNBi, D&B360, mydnb.com)

We have also been responding to the demands in our 
product strategies:

Making it easier to access the data and insight —whether it comes from D&B or 
external sources:
• Expanding our technologies to incorporate user-generated data, including 

contacts  
• Streamlining our product offerings so data can be delivered “right now”
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Lessons learned

The changing nature of information will continue to drive us beyond our current 
capabilities

• Constant pressure to deliver more information of higher quality in a more timely fashion

At the same time, there will be continuing pressure to provide context
• Integrating external sources with proprietary, curated data to drive insight

As new markets emerge, new challenges follow
• Language insight and local statutory evolution are positive forces, emerging fraud behaviors and 
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• Language insight and local statutory evolution are positive forces, emerging fraud behaviors and 
more rapid decay of information are negative forces
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The path ahead

• Changing nature of business “entity”

• Commoditization of data vs. insight

• Rapid development of scores and learning algorithms
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• “Real-time” information vis-à-vis quality and curation

• “Wisdom” of the crowd

• Destabilizing evolutions
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